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Book description:

The lexicon, specialized in Gynecology, Obstetrics and Infertility, has been written out by professor AboTaleb Saremi through ambitious endeavor in the past decade, and then scientifically edited by Madam Mojdeh Safavi.

This book consists of almost 6300 medical terminology exclusively in the field of Gynecology, Obstetrics and Infertility. Besides, it has been experientially collected in 536 pages in octavos format with hardcover and in four distinctive colors. The term indexes have been stratified in Latin alphabetical order.

There are other prominent features which could be referred in such an excellent bilingual dictionary as follows:

- Glossary of the lexicon has been collected and written out for scholar audiences in the field of Medicine, Para-Medicine and particularly for sub-specialty fellowships of Gynecology, Obstetrics and Infertility.
- This unique Encyclopedia offers advanced as well as classic concept of modern medicine with emphasis on common words and phrases used in Gynecology.
- The main part of the Lexicon in dedicated to foreign words and their approved equivalents as well as their practical definition in Persian specified in distinguishing characteristic colors. Furthermore, needed explanation is presented in the format of entitled articles.
- In the beginning of each chapter, prior to the correct pronunciation of the words, the medical root terminology of each word is reviewed in order to expressing the common practical usage of fully updated terms.
- The novel compounds of each word, in the glossary, have been placed in alphabetical order.
- The etymological information of this literary compilation would astonishing for linguistics specially for those interested in recognition of Indo-European languages.